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The neutron/gamma pulse shape discrimination (PSD) is measured for the newly discovered plastic scintillator EJ 299-33 using a fast digitizer DDC10. This plastic scintillator (EJ 299-33) discovered by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory(LLNL) is
now commercially available by Eljen Technology. Some of its properties include light
output emission eﬃciency of 56/100 (of Anthracene), wavelength of maximum emission of 420 nm, C:H ratio of 1:1.06 and density of 1.08 g/cm3 . The PSD between
neutrons and gamma rays in this plastic scintillator is studied using a 5.08-cm diameter
by 5.08-cm thick sample irradiated by a neutron-gamma source AmBe-241 and employing charge integration method. The results show that EJ 299-33 has a very good
PSD, having a figure of merit of approximately 0.80, 2.5 and 3.09 at 100 KeVee, 450
KeVee and 750 KeVee light outputs respectively. The performance of this new material
is compared to that of a liquid scintillator with a well proven excellent PSD performance
NE213, having a figure of merit of 0.93, 2.95 and 3.30 at 100 KeVee, 450 KeVee and
750 KeVee respectively. The PSD performance of EJ 299-33 is found to be comparable
to that of NE 213.

1 Introduction
For several years eﬀorts to develop plastic scintillators with
eﬃcient neutron/gamma discrimination yielded little success
[1, 2]. Plastic scintillators are preferred over liquid scintillators for a number of attractive features including low cost,
self-containment, and ease of machining. This is why the invention of the plastic scintillator EJ 299-33 [3], with a very
good PSD capability has generated a great interest in the community [4–8].
Applications of this type of scintillator in complex nuclear
physics experiments or in homeland security and nonproliferation and safeguards are now possible. The goal of this paper
is to report our recent oﬀ-line evaluation of PSD capability of
EJ 299-33.

× 5.08-cm thick EJ 299-33 sample. The plastic scintillator
EJ 299-33 was coupled to the photomultipler(PMT) Hamamatsu R7724 and PMT base of ELJEN model VD23N-7724
operated at 1750 Volts. The liquid scintillator NE-213 was
however coupled to PMT XP-2041 operated at 1750 Volts.
In order to separate neutrons from γ-rays, integration is
performed in two parts of the pulse from the digital waveforms. The first integration is done from the beginning of
the pulse rise time and the other integration is done over the
tail part. These two integrals are designated Qtotal and Qtail
respectively. The ratio between them is used to separate neutrons from γ-rays. Thus PSD is defined as
PS D =

Qtail
.
Qtotal

(1)

The point where the tail begins can be optimized for better
neutron/gamma separation. For this case, the tail begins 40The experiment was performed at Nuclear Science Research ns after the rise time.
Laboratory in Rochester. This experiment was done prior
The quantitative evaluation of PSD was made using figto our in-beam experiment at Laboratori Nazionali del Sud ures of merit (FOM) defined below.
(LNS) in Catania [8]. It was meant to test the response of
∆X
the organic plastic scintillator EJ 299-33, the same scintillator
FOM =
,
(2)
(δ
+ δneutron )
gamma
used in the in-beam experiment. Our results from the in-beam
experiments have since been published elsewhere [8].
where ∆X is the separation between the gamma and neuThe experiment was done using a fast digital signal pro- tron peaks, and δgamma and δneutron are the full width at half
cessing module, DDC10 made by SkuTek instruments [9]. maximum of the corresponding peaks (see Figs. 2A-F). The
The DDC10 is fashioned with 10 analog inputs, each of which separation, ∆X was calculated as the diﬀerence between the
tail
, for neutrons and gammais capable of a 14bit analog to digital conversions operating mean delayed light fraction QQtotal
at 100 Ms/s. The neutron/gamma study was performed using rays taken as a normal distribution in PSD over a specified
neutron-gamma source AmBe-241, shielded with a 5.0-cm energy range [3]
A reference parameter to define a good PSD in the tested
lead block which reduced the γ rates to a magnitude comparable to that of neutrons, to irradiate the 5.08-cm diameter sample is arrived at by noting that a reasonable definition
2 Experimental method
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Fig. 1A: Pulse shape discrimination patterns for γ-rays and neutrons
obtained using charge integration method for the plastic scintillator
EJ 299-33.

Fig. 2A: PID pattern obtained with organic plastic scintillator EJ
299-33 showing n/γ separation for the light output cut 50-150
KeVee.

Fig. 1B: Pulse shape discrimination patterns for γ-rays and neutrons
obtained using charge integration method for the liquid scintillator
NE213.

Fig. 2B: PID pattern obtained with organic plastic scintillator EJ
299-33 showing n/γ separation for the light output cut 400-500
KeVee.

for well separated Gaussian distributions of similar populations sizes is ∆X > 3(σgamma + σneutron ), where σ is the
standard deviation for each corresponding peak. Considering that full width at half maximum for each peak is related
to the standard deviation by the expression, FWHM≈2.36σ,
FOM≥3(σgamma + σneutron )/2.36(σgamma + σneutron ) ≈ 1.27 is
considered a good PSD [3].

degree of separation of neutrons from γ-rays for the EJ 29933 and NE 213 is comparable. This excellent PSD capability
is what makes this new scintillator unique among the plastic
scintillators and is a welcome feature from the point of neutron detection and identification in the presence of gamma-ray
background.
The quality of particle identification(PID) i.e. separation
of neutrons and γ-rays is further evidenced by the figure of
merit(FOM) as illustrated in Figs. 2A-2C for EJ 299-33 for
the energy cuts 100 KeVee, 450 KeVee and 750 KeVee respectively, as indicated by the labels. Figs. 2D-2F show similar results but this case for the liquid scintillator NE 213 included for the purpose of comparison. In order to calculate
the FOM, we make energy cut and project only the points
within the energy cut along the y-axis. The resulting plot has
a PSD along the x-axis and counts on the y-axis as shown in
Figs. 2A-2F. The obtained figures of merit suggest the per-

3 Experimental results
The main experimental results are represented in Figs. 1A-1B
and Figs. 2A-2F. The quality of PSD achieved with the plastic
scintillator EJ 299-33 is illustrated in Fig. 1A, where one observes a very good separation of intensity ridges due to γ-rays
(eﬀectively recoil electrons) and neutrons(eﬀectively recoil
protons). Fig. 1B illustrates similar result but for the standard
liquid scintillator NE 213 with proven excellent PSD capability for purposes of comparison. As one observes in 1A-B, the
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Fig. 2C: PID pattern obtained with organic plastic scintillator EJ
299-33 showing n/γ separation for the light output cut 700-800
KeVee.

Fig. 2D: PID pattern obtained with organic liquid scintillator NE213
showing n/γ separation for the light output cut 50-150 KeVee.
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Fig. 2E: PID pattern obtained with organic liquid scintillator NE213
showing n/γ separation for the light output cut 400-500 KeVee.

Fig. 2F: PID pattern obtained with organic liquid scintillator NE213
showing n/γ separation for the light output cut 700-800 KeVee.
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formance of the standard liquid scintillator NE 213 and the
new plastic scintillator are comparable. This results suggest
that the replacement of liquid scintillators by plastic scintillators for applications challenged by the well known problems
of liquids such as toxicity, flammability, high freezing points,
among others is now possible [3, 4].
4 Summary
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